
Year 3 Curriculum Digest 

Spring Term 2019 
Writing 

The areas that we will be covering this 
term are: 
Speech and the correct punctuation. 
We are looking at newspaper reports this 
term. We are looking at the features of 
newspaper, and their importance.  
We are also practising cursive 
handwriting.  

Maths 
 This term we will be looking at; 
 Multiplication and division. 
 Money, and statistics. 
 Using models and images 
 Investigating and explaining 
 And learning our times tables 

Our topic is: The Ancient Greeks 

This term we will be learning about the history of Greece and what the 
Greeks have done for us. We will be looking at Greek Gods, Greek 
philosophers and architecture in Ancient Greece. 

Our Science topic is: Forces and magnets 

The children will be looking at magnets, concentrating on their poles 
and the actions of repelling and attracting, and what forces we use every day. 

Key Stage 2 
Children are allowed to use the toilet before the start of the day, 
break, lunch and at the end of the day. They are not allowed to use 
the toilets during lesson time unless they have a medical note. 

Year 3 are visiting the Magna Museum in Sheffield on 26th 
February 2019. Children will need to be in school, with a packed 
lunch, for 8:30am and we aim to be back at school for 4:00pm. 

The new homework mats were sent home with the children before 
the Christmas holiday. 2 pieces of homework needs to be 
completed before the February half term. 

Ways to help your child 
 Read and discuss reading book with your child every day 

 Help your child learn their times tables and spellings. 

 Write interesting sentences using the spellings. 

 Sign reading records for Monday, Wednesday and Friday.  

Things to 
Remember 

Nightingale 

PE: Tuesday and 
Thursday 

Library: Thursday 

Hockney 

PE: Tuesday and 
Thursday 

Library: Friday 

Bronte 

PE: Monday and 
Friday 

Library: Friday 


